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neon is new to the school. unfortunately 
he doesn’t know about the strict rules that 
have been set by ‘the leader’ and when he 
unwittingly encourages sibbie to join him, 
it leads them both on a path TO disaster!
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ryder keeps thrashing every opponent in a 
basketball game of one on one, until Jamie 
finds a magical formula that gives him ‘the 
charm.’

ALL-STAR 2:42

ALIX and marven go to zahra’s dizzy disco but  
kiera is planning to mess it up. in the end 
‘dizzy disco’ lives up to its name and zahra 
has to clean up the mess.

DIZZY DISCO 2:14

dylan (The captain) and AIDEN (his son) return 
in this action-packed sequel as they battle 
the bad captain and his son. fortunately the 
rogue’s son tips the odds in their favour.

crew II ‘revenge of the fallen’ 3:15

there’s a lot of spite between ‘team swift’ 
and ‘team sass’ as they battle it out in a 
dance competition. the scores are close. 
who will win?

3:29the dance competition

jessica, rebecca and britney are the hat 
smackers. they just can’t help themselves. 
unfortunately the school nerd ends up 
getting them in trouble with their teacher.

hat smackers 4:49

aleisha makes a robot in her own form but 
everyone thinks it’s a trick. when children 
start disappearing, only alayna, the robot 
slayer can save the day.

twisted robot 2:19



old man jim is back and he’s still very angry 
about his territory. despite the boys’ daring 
rescue of ryker, it doesn’t take long before 
jim comes back seeking revenge.

old man jim II ‘the reawakening’ 4:25

the evil chair keeps following heidi, summer 
and taylah. they hope to find answers from 
georgia, but she ends up leading them on a 
merry chase to detention.

the evil chair 2:54

the girls were going out to play when a 
zombie came along and chased them. after 
danica is kidnapped by the zombie, summer 
and her friends come to the rescue.

zombie chase 1:26

lia is playing a game of tiggy when ‘the 
stranger’ kidnaps her. emma, lolla and emily 
discover a clue which helps find their friend, 
but what is the real secret behind lia’s fear?

3:06the stranger

mackenzie loves dancing with her friends, but 
nya doesn’t share her interest and wants to 
play soccer. in the end, two groups of girls 
square off in a talent competition.

opinions 3:40

oscar stars in this ‘red’ and dreamy 
adventure which takes place when he and his 
fellow astronauts are preparing to leave 
mars and head back to earth.

last day on mars 2:53



congratulations to all the students who turned their stories 
into masterpieces and became part of the meps movie festival 
2018. you were challenged and you achieved. thank you for 
making this such a wonderful experience.

KINDNESS: giving of your time.
RESPECT: working with your peers.
RESILIENCE: you made a movie!
GROWTH: learnt a new skill.

learn more about the MEPS MOVIE Festival

http://movie.meps.vic.edu.au

http://youtube.com/meps5059


